A reliable two-dimensional gel electrophoresis procedure for separating neural proteins.
A facile two-dimensional gel electrophoresis procedure has been developed for the analysis of neural tissue proteins which eliminates the serious problems associated with protein insolubility at the point of sample application onto polymerized first-dimension isoelectric focusing gels. This was accomplished by combining the methods of two previously published procedures. Our procedure provides an alternative method to the complex gel systems often employed for less soluble proteins, and yields very reproducible, high resolution separations. This procedure, which is in routine use in our laboratories for the analysis of total proteins extracted from retina and brain, produces protein patterns that are easily compared using both visual and computer-assisted image analysis techniques. Presented here are the results of a set of experiments designed to identify proteins unique to retina. This procedure should be useful to investigators studying protein changes resulting from genetic mutation, development, drug treatment or disease, in neural tissue as well as in virtually all other tissues.